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Abstract 

The operation of local switching is introdllced by Cameron， Sei-
del and Tsaranov. It acts on the se七ofall signed graphs on n ver-
tices. In this paper， mainly， we stlldy how local switching acts on 
trees. We show七hattwo trees on the s田nevertices are isomorphic 
if and only if one is transformed to the other by a seqllence of local 
switchings. There is a correspondence between signed graphs and 
a root lattice. Any signed graph corresponding to the lattice An is 
transformed by a seqllence of local switchings to the tree which is 
regarded儲 theDynkin diagram of An・

2000 Mathematics Sllbject Classification. 05C78 

Introduction 

Following [?]， we state basic facts abo凶 signedgraphs. A graph G = (V， E) 
consists of an n-set V(the vertices) and a set E of llnordered pairs from V(the 
edges). A signed graph (G， f) is a graph G wi th a si伊 ingf : E→ {1，-1} 
of the edges. We set E+ = f-l(+1) and E一 =f-l( -1). For any subset 

u c V of vertices， let fu denote the signing obtained from f by reversing 
the sign of each edge which has one vertex in U. This defines on the set 
of signings an eqllivalence relation， called switching. The eqllivalence classes 
{fu : U c V} are the signed switching clαsses of the graph G = (V， E). The 
αdjαcency mat巾 A = (Aij) is defined by Aij = f({i，j}) for {i，j} E E ; 
else Aij = 0 otherwise. The matrix 21 + A is called the仇tersectionmαtr釘

， and interpreted as the Gram matrix of the inner prodllct of n base vectors 
αI，'・ 1αn in a (possibly indefinite) n-dimensional inner prodllct space RP，q. 
Tl附 vectorsare roots( which have length y2) at anglesπ/2ス/3，or 2π/3. 
Their integral line町 combinationsform a root lattice (an even integral lattice 
spanned by vectors of norm 2)， which we denote by L( G， f). The refiection山色

in the hyperplane orthogonal to the root αi is given by 
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2(αi， x) 
叫 (x)= x一一一一向 =x -(x，向)向・

(αゎ向)

The Weyl group W(r， 1) of L(G， 1) is generated by the refiections叫 ?(t=1?
・・・η).

Let i E V be a vertex of G， and V(i) be the set of neighbours of i. The 
local graph of (G， f) at i h儲 V(i)儲 itsvertex set， and as edges all edges 
{j， k} 6f G for which f(i， j)f(j， k)f(k， i)ニー1.A rim of ( G， 1) at i is組 y
union of connected components of local graph at i. Let J be any rim at i， and 
let K = V(i)¥J. Locα1 s切 tchingof (G， 1) with肥 spectto (i， J) is the 
following operation:(i) delete all edges of G between J and K; (ii) for any 
j E J， kεK not previously joined， introduce an edge {j， k} with sign chωen 
so that f(i，j)f(j，k)f(k，i) = -1; (iii) change the signs of all edges from i to 
J; (iv) leave all other edges and signs unaltered. Let n叫 bethe set of 
switching classes of signed graphs of order n. Local switching ， applied to any 
vertex and any rim at the vertex， gives a relation on nn which is symmetric 
but riot transitive. The equivalence classes of its transitive closure are called 
the clusters of order η. If two signed graphs (G 1， h) and (G2， 12)訂 ein the 
same cluster， we say that (G1，f1) and (G2，12) are句ωuαlentby locαl 
switchi旬・ They訂 eequivalent by local switching if and only if (G1，j1) is 
transformed to (G2， 12) by a sequence of switchir伊 andlocal switchings. 

Let L be a root lattice ， B the set of ordered root bases， and B* the sllbset 
of B consisting of bases which arise from signed graphs. Then， 
(α1γ ・1αn)εB本 ifand only if (αl'αj)ε{O，+l，-l} for all iヂj.Many 
natural operations on B do not preserve B*. Consider the map 

同j: (α1，・・.，an)ト→ (α1， . .・刈i(αj)γ・.，an). 

For any i， the mapσii jllSt changes the sign of the vector αi. Hence， they 
generate the equivalence relation indllced by switching and preserve BへIfi
and j are non-adjacent， thenσij is the identity. 80酪 sumethat i and j are 
adjacent. By switching， we may ensure that (αi， ek)三ofor all k. Then 
(αゎαj)= 1 and (叫(c引，αk)= (αj，αk) -(αゎαk).Hence， if (αl'αk) = 1 and 
(αj，αk) = -1 ， Bホ isnot preserved by σlJ・Howeverthe product of the 
commuting maps同jand σik preserve B *. Let J be any set of neighbours of i 
and let (α1γ ・1αn)be a root b儲 ein B*. Then I1jεJO・ijmaps (α1γ ・.，an) to 
a base in B* if and only if J is a rim at i. This is the reason why the notion of 
local switching is defined剖 above.

We investigate how local switching acts on trees. For this purpose， we 
need to treat with Hllshimi trees. In section 2， we discllsS Hushimi trees which 
are related to the lattice An. We show in section 3 that these Hllshimi trees 
are eqllivalent by local switching to trees with only two leaves. In section 4， 
we prove that two trees are equivalent by local switching if and only if one is 
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obtained by re訂 rangementof vertices of the other. We deal with signed cycles 
in section 5. A signed cycle with odd parity is equivalent to a tree which may 
be regarded as the Dynkin diagram [Dn} of the lattice Dn. Any sigr凶 graph
corresponding to the lattice Dn is also eql山 alentto the tree [Dn]. 

1. The lattice Aηand signed Hushimi trees 

A connected graph G = (V， E) is called H包shimitree if each block of G is a 
complete graph. A complete graph is a Hushimi tree of one block. Let αbe a 
cut-vertex of a Hushimi tree G. If G is divided into m connected components 
when the cut-vertexαis deleted， in the present paper， we say that the Hushimi 
degree(simply H-degree) 01 the cut-ve吋exαism . If a vertex αof G is not a 

cut-vertex， its H-degree is defined to be 1. A connected subgraph of a Hushimi 
tree G is called a 拘 b-Hushimitree if it consists of some blocks of G. A block 
of Hushimi tree is said to be pendαnt if it h剖 onlyone cut-vertex. It is evident 
that any H ushil凶 treeh部 atleast two pendant blocks. 

Definition. In this paper， a Hushimi tree is said to be simple if the H-
degree of any its cut-vertex is 2. A Hushimi tree is said to be semi-simple if 
its each block has at most two cut-vertices whose H-degree are greater th加 2.
A signed Hushimi tree is called a Hushimi tree with positive sign (or simply a 
positive Hushimi tree ) if we c組 switchall signs of edges into + 1. A tree with 
only two leaves is said to be αline-tree. 

A tree is always considered as a Hushimi tree with positive sign. The lattice 

An is spanned by vectors ei -ej， 1三tヂj三η 十 1，where {eI，"'， en+d is 
the orthul削 'malbase of the euclidean (n十 1)-space Rn+ 1. There is the one-to 
-one correspondence between ordered root bases of An and connected signed 
graphs錨 sociatedwith An. A line-tree with n vertices may be considered as 
the Dy此 indiagram [An] of the lattice An. 

Theorem 1. Any connected signed graph is a signed graph associated with 
Aηif and only if it is a positive simple Hushimi tree. 

Proof. Let G be a signed graph corresponding to an ordered base {αI，α2，・・・，
an} of the lattice An・Ifwe replace 向 byαi，then the sign of G is swi tched 
wi th respect to {向}.Hence there is no problem whether we take αi or一向・
There are no induced cycles in G whose length町 emore than 3. In fact， if 
向l'ai2 ， . . . ， aim ， (m > 3) make an induced cycle， then we can assume that 

-e. α e.̂ -e. α e.o -e. ・・・ α e. -e・. But 
包1 - ~Jl "J2う "2 - '-'12 '--'J3' Lolt'ta - '-"J3 '-"J4' ，UJtTn - 'L;J7n 
this implies that向 1，αi2 ，・1αi

m
are not linearly independent. Ifαi1ぅ向山αt3

make an induced cycle， then we can assume that αil = ej -ei1'向2=ej-ei2，
αi3 = ej -ej3・Wehave induced cycles of this type only in G. Now take a block 
B of G consisting of vertices αillαη，・・・，αim .Two vertices αi

1 
and αi2 must be 

on an induced cycle in B. We may錨 sumethat向υαt2，α包3make an induced 

cycle. Then we can putαil 勺-ejl'向2=εj -ei2'αi3 = ej -ej3・Twovertices 
向 1 and αi4 are also on an induced cycle in B， which may consist of向l'ai4' ai5・

Then we can putαi4 = ej -ej4'αi5 = ej -ej6 orαi4 = ejl -ej4'αi5 = ejl -ej5 ， 
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Where)4 #-). Assume that αi4 = eil -ej4'αi5 = ejl -ej5・Twovertices αi2 and 
αμare also on an induced cycle in B. Then we have )4 = )2， a contradiction. 

Hence， we getα包4 勺 -ej4'α句=勺-ej5' By this way， we getα句=ej -ejk' 

l::;k~ミ m. Hence any block of G is a complete graph whose edges have sign 
十 1.8u ppose that the vertex αil 勺-，eil of a block B is a cut-vertex. If 
two vertex αk，αf. which訂 enot in B are adjacent with 向l'then we can put 
ak = ejl -ek1 ，向=ejl -ef.1・Henceair， ak ，αf. are contained in another block 
of G. Hence we show that G一向1 h凶 twoconnected components. Thus G is 
a Hushimi tree with positive sign and the H-degree of any cut-vertex of G is 2. 

Conversely， let G be a positive Hushimi tree whose any cut-vertex has the 
H-degree 2. Assume that G h出 m blocks. If m = 1， it is evident that G is 
a connected signed graph 他弓ociatedwith A叫・ Now suppose that the result 
is true for positive Hushimi trees with m blocks whose any cut-vertex has 
the H-degree 2. Let G be a positive Hllshimi tree with m + 1 blocks. Let 
B be a pendant block of G and α1二向1 - ei2 be its Cllt-vertex. Let G' 
be the positive Hllshimi tree which is made仕omG by deleting B ¥ {α1}. 
Then G' is a connected signed graph associated with An and corresponding 
to an ordered b部 e{α1， a2γ・1αn}，where A叫 isspanned by vectors 向 - ej， 
1 ::; iヂ)~ミ n 十1. Now， al1 the e vertices of B are adjacent with a vertex 
α1 = eil -ei2・Wecan asSllme that 向2is not llsed in any other αj. Then， we 
can consider that the block B consists of ei2 -en+2， ei2 -en+3，・.• ，ei2 -en+l+l 

and α1， where {el，'・.，en+l，白 +2，.・.， enH+1} is the orthonormal base of the 
euclidean (n + e + 1 )-space RnH+1. Hence we regard G as a connected signed 
graph総句ociatedwi th AnH. 

3. Line-trees 

Theorem 2 A complete graph with positive sign is eqllivalent to a line-tree 
by local swi tching. 

We will prove a little stronger res1l1t as fol1ows. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a complete graph with positive sign. Take any two 

vertices αand b of G. Then i t can be transおrmedto a line-tree， by a seqllence of 
local switchings， withollt adopting local switchings atαand b. Conversely，加y
line-tree is transformed to a complete graph with positive sign， by a seqllence 
of local switchings， withollt adopting local switchings at its two leaves. 

Proof. Let G consist of vertices αI，a2，・・・，αk・Wemay酪 sllmethatα=α1 
and b =αn・ 8etJ = {α1} and K = {α3，α4， .・ 1αk}. By local switching 
with r回 pectto (α2， J)， we obtain a positive Hllshimi tree with two blocks 

{α1，α2} and {α2， .・ 1αk}.Next， set J = {α2} and K = {α4，・・・，αk}.By local 
switching with respect to (α3ヲ乃， we obtain a positive Hllshimi tree with three 
blocks {αl，a2}， {α2， a3} and {α3γ ・1αk}. By this way， we can get a linかtree，
by a seqllence of local switchings， without adopting local switchings at α1 and 
αn' The converse is obtained by the reverse sequence of local switchings. 
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We show 
Theorem 4. Let G be a positive simple HllShimi tree. Then G is eqllivalent 

to a line-tree by local switching. Conversely， a line-tree is transformed to a 
positive simple Hllshimi tree， by any seqllence of local switchings. 

Firstly， we prep町 etwo lemmas for proving the above theorem. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a positive Hushimi tree consisting of two blocks， B1 

and B2・Then，it can be transformed to a pωitive complete graph， by local 
switching. 

Proof. We can set B1 = {α1，a2， • ・ 1αm} and B2ニ {α1，h， •• " bk}. Then 
the vertexα1 is the c川ーvertex.Pllt J = {α2，a3，・・・，αm}and K = {bI， b2，・・・，bk}.
By local switching with respect to (α1， J)， G is transformed to a complete graph. 

Lemma 6. Let G be a positive Hushimi tree. Ifαis a vertex of G with H-
degree 1 (resp. 2)， then， by local switching，企omG， we get a positive HllShimi 
tree， in which the H-degree ofαis 2(resp. 1) and七heH-degrees of all the other 
vertices are not altered. 

Proof. Take any vertex αof G. If the H-degree of the vertex αis 2， then 
there are two blocks B1 and B2 which contain α. By local swi七chingat the 
vertexα， we join B1 and B2 and get a positive Hushimi tree where the H-
degree of the vertex αis 1 and the H-degrees of all the other vertices are not 
al悦red.If the H-degree of αis 1， then there is a block B which contains α. By 
local switching atα， B is divided into two blocks B1 and B2 which contain α. 
The vertex αh出 H-degree2 as a vertex of the new positive Hllshimi tree. The 
H-degrees of all the other vertices are not altered in this c出 eeither. 

Proof of Theorem 4. If G has only one block， we get the reslllt by Theorem 
2. Sllppose the reslllt is trlle for any positive HllShimi tree with m blocks which 
satisfies the assllmption. Now，凶sllmethat G h出 m+1 blocks. Take a pendant 
block B1 of G with cllt-vertex b. Let B2 be the other block with cllt-vertex b. 
P川 i= b， J = B1 ¥b， K = B2 ¥b. By local switching with respect to (b， J)， we 
obtain a positive Hllshimi tree with m blocks， which can be transformed to a 
positive complete graph， by a sequence of local switchings. 

It follows企omlemma 6 that a positive HllShimi tree whose any cllt-vertex 
has H-degree 2 is transformed to a positive Hushimi tree whose any cllt-vertex 
has H-degree 2， by any local switching. As a line-tree is a positive Hllshimai 
tree whose any cut-vertex has H-degree 2， we get easily that a line-tree is 
transformed to a positive Hllshimi tree whose any cut-vertex has H-degree 2， 
by組 ysequence of local switchings. 

3. 'frees 

We show theおllowingreslllts in this section. 

Theorem 7. Let G be a positive semi-simple HllShimi tree. Then， G is 
eqllivalent to a tree by local switching. Conversely， if a tree is transformed to a 
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positive Hllshimi tree G by a seqllence of local switchings， then， G is a positive 
semi-simple Hllshimi tree. 

Let T be a tree with vertices {α1，・・・?απ}.Let α=  (αi
1 
， . . . ，αiJ be a 

permllt叫ionof {α1， .・ 1αn}.For each j，l三j三n，by replacing αj withαij 
we get a new tree T' from T. We call T' a permutation of T. It is evident that 
T' is isomorphic to T. 

Theorem 8. A tree T1 is eqllivalent to a tree T2 by local switching if and 
only if九 isa permlltation of T1. 

From lemma 6， the following is evident. 

Lemma 9. Let G be a positive Hllshimi tree. Then， it can be transformed 
to a positive Hllshimi tree which has no Cllt-vertex with H-degree 2， by a 
sequence of local switchings. 

Lemma 10. Let G be a positive Hllshimi tree which consists of k-blocks 
B1 • ・・ . ，Bk ，(k 三3) and has a llniqlle Cllt-vertex v contained in all blocks. 
Hence， the H-degree of v is k. Take any vertexαin one block and b in another 
block which are not the Cllt-vertex v. By any seqllence of local switchings， 
we can not constrllct a complete block containing both αand b. Hence， any 
positive Hllshimiもreewhich is eqllivalent to G by local switching and h錨 no
cllt-vertices with H-degree 2 is isomorphic to G. 

Proof. Firstly， let k = 3. We may出 Sllmeαε Bl¥{υ}and b E B2¥{υ}. 
Take any vertex c E B3 ¥ { v }. 

Case 1. To constrllct a block containingαand b， from G， we get a signed 
graph G1 by local switching with respect to (v， J = B1 ¥{v}). Then， thereぽ e
the edges αc，αb， bllt there is no edge bc. To get a complete block containing α 
and b， we need to join b to c or delete the edge αc (or αb ) by local switching. 
Firstly， we want to join b to c. Take any vertex a'εB1・ Bylocal switching 
with respect to (a'， J = B2 U B1 ¥ {a'} )， we get a singed graph where there is 
the edge bc bllt there is no edge αc if a'ヂαorthere is no edge vc if a' =α. 

In fact， in this case， each vertex in B2 ¥ {υ} is jointed to each vertex in B3 ¥ {v } 
bllt all the edges between B3 ¥ {υ} and B1 ¥{α'}訂 edeleted. Hence this signed 
graph is similar to G 1・Thlls，we can not get a complete block containing α 
and b. Take any vertex a' E B1 ¥ {α}. Next， we delete the edge αc by local 
swi tching wi th respect to (a'， J二 B1UB2¥{a'}). Then， we get the edge bc. In 
the signed graph obtained， any two vertices in B1 U B2 are jointed and each 
vertex in B2 ¥ {υ} is jointed to each vertex in B3 ¥ { v }， bllt all the edges between 
Bl¥{a'} and B3¥{けaredeleted. This signed graph is also similar to G1・

C凶 e2. Assume that B1 = Bl1 U B12' Bl1 n B12 = 0" a E Bll' b E B2' C E 

B3・Bylocal switching with respect to (v， J = Bl1 ¥{υ} ))， we obtained a signed 
graph G2. By the same argllment as in Case 1， we can show that there is no 
complete block containingα， b. 

Case 3. Assllme that B1 = Bl1 U B12' Bl1 n B12 = 0， B2 = B21 U B22， B21 n 
B22 札B3ニ B31U B32' B31 n B32 日，αε Bl1，bE B21，c E B31・ By
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local switching with respect to (v， J = Bl1 U B22 U B32 ¥ {υ} )， we obtained 
a signed graph G3・Then，G3 h槌 theedges αb，αc， bllt h凶 noedge bc. By 

similar discllssion about Bl1' B21， B31槌 inCase 1， we can not get the three 
edges αb，αc， bc at the same time. In G3， each vertex in B21 ¥ {v} is jointed to 
each vertex in G32 ¥ {け andeach vertex in B31 ¥ {υ} is jointed to each vertex in 
G22¥{け.Even if we ignore these facts， we can not construct a complete block 
containing Bl1' B2b B31 by the s剖 nereason as in Case 1. 

Assllme k = 4. 

Case 4. Let αξ B1，bεB2，cεB3・SetB~ = B3 U B4・Bylocal switching 
with respect to (叫J= B1 ¥{り}) )， we get a signed graph G 4・Then，G4 has the 
edges ab，αc ， bllt h槌 noedge bc. Even if B~ w酪 acomplete block， we co叫d
not construct a complete block containing Bl， B2， B~. 

Case 5. Let αε B1，b E B2，cεB3，d巴B4・Bylocal switching with respect 
to (v， Jニ B1U B4¥{叶))， we get a signed graph G 5・Then.G5 has the edges 
ab，αc， db， dc， bllt h儲 noedges bc，αd. We show錨 similarly槌 inCase 1 that 
we can not construct a complete block containing a， b by deleting the edge bc. 
By local switching at some vertex，おrexample d， we will try to join b and c. 
By local switching with respect to (d， J = B3 U B4 ¥ {町d})， we get a signed 
graph. Then， each vertex in B2 ¥ {υ} is jointed to each vertex in B3 ¥ {り}.But， 
all the edges jointingり andvertices in B3 ¥ { v} are deleted， and if B4 ¥ {v， d} ) 
is not empty， all the edges between B2 ¥ {け andB4 ¥ { v， d}) are deleted. The 
block containing Bl， B2' B3 must contain B4・But，B4， B2' B3 can not make a 
complete block槌 wecan show by the s剖 neargument for Bl' B2' B3 in Case 1. 

Cωe 6. Assume that B1 = Bl1 U B12' Bl1 n B12二日，B2二B21U B22' 
B21 n B22 = 0， B3 = B31 U B32' B31 n B32 = o， B4 = B41 U B42' B41 n B42 = 

0，αε Bl1， b E B21， C E B31' d E B41・ Bylocal switching with respect to 
(v， J = Bl1 U B41 U B22 U B32 ¥ {v} ))， we obtained a signed graph G6・Then.
G6 has the edges ab， ac， db， dc， but h凶 noedges bc，αd. By the same argument 
as in the case 5， even if we ignore B12' B22' B32' B42' we can not construct a 
complete block containing a， b， c， d. 

Assllme k > 5. 
Case 7. Let αE Bl' b E B2' C E B3，. Set B~ = B3 U B4 U . . . U Bk. By local 

switching with respect to (v， J = B1 ¥ {υ} ) )， we get a signed graph G7・Then，
G7 has the edges ab，αc， but h回 noedge bc. Even if B~ w出 acomplete block， 
we could not constrllct a complete block containing Bl' B2， B~. 

C酪 e8. Let αξ B1，b E B2，c E B3，d E Bg， (f三k).Set B~ = BgUBg+1U・・・

UBk and B~ = B3 U . . . U Bg-1・ Bylocal switching with respect to (v， J = 

B1 U B~ ¥ {v}) ， we get a si伊 edgraph G8・Then.G8 has the edges αb，αc， db，dc， 
but h部 noedges bc，αd. Even if B~ and B~ were complete blocks， we could not 
construct a complete block containing a， b， c， d by the s出 neargument in Case 
5. 

When we apply some local switching， it rather prevents from making a 
complete block to divide given blocks Bi 's . Hence， in any cases， we can not 
construct a complete block containing vertices 叫 b.
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Proof of Theorem 7. By lemma.9， we may asSllme that G h錨 nocllt-vertices 
with H-degree 2. Select an arbitrary vertex in each pendant block which is not 
a cut-vertex. We will show that G can be transformed to a tree， by a sequence 
of local switchings， without adopting local switchings at the selected vertices. 
Assume that G has m blocks. If m ニ 1，the result follows from Lemma 3. 
Now suppωe that the result is true for Hushimi trees with m blocks which 
satisfy the assumption. Let G have m + 1 blocks. Take組 ypendant block B1 

with a cut-vertex b. Let B2，" . ，Bk be all the other blocks of G which contain 
the vertex b. We get k sllb-Hushimi trees Gi(i = L... k) of G， where each 
Gi contains Bi・Selectb and an arbitrary vertex in each pendant block of Gi 
which is not a cut-vertex. Then， each Gi can be transformed to a tree， by a 
seqllence of local switchings， without adopting local switchings at the selected 
vertices. Hence， we show the res1l1t for the Hllshimi tree G. 

Now， take a tree T. Then， it is a positive Hushimi tree and its each block 
has at most two cut-vertices whose H-degree are greater than 2. By lemma 
6， by some 問 中lenceof local switchings at vertices with H-degree 2， we obtain 
from T the positive Hushimi tree G1 which has no cut-vertices with H-degree 
2. Take a Cllt-vertexり ofG1 whose H-degree is k，(kと3).Let G2 be a signed 
graph obtained from G1 by local switching at v. It is evident that G2 is 
not a Hushimi tree. It follows from lemma 10 that by any seqllence of local 
switchings， from G2， we can not get a positive Hushimi tree which has no cut-
vertices with H-degree 2 and is not isomorphic to G1・Thus，we obtain the 
desired res1l1t. 

We need the following lemma to prove theorem 8. 

Lemma 11. Assume th抗 atree T has a vertex {v} with degree k and just 
k leaves. Let α1 be one of the leaves andα1α2・・・αf_V be the path between α1 
andり. Take any vertex α幻 1~ミ i S f. Then， by a sequence of local switchings， 
from T， we get a new tree T' where V and αi are interchanged and all the other 
vertices are not altered. 

Proof. By a sequence of local switchings， from T， we get a positive Hushimi 
tree G1 with k blocks. This Hushimi tree has the unique cut-vertex v with 
H-degree k. Let B1 be a complete block with vertices α1，α2，・・・，向，v.By local 
switching with respect to (v， J = B1 ¥{り})， from G1 we get a signed graph G2・

By local switching with respect to (αi，J=B1¥{向})， we get a positive Hushimi 
tree G3 with k blocks. This G3 has the unique cut-vertex向・ Bya sequence of 
local switchings， from G3 we get the desired tree T'. 

Lemma 12. Let T1 and T2 be line-trees of order n. Then， T1 is equivalent 
to T2 by local switching if and only if T2 is a permutation of T1・

Proof. Let T1 be a line-treeα1α2・・・ anand T2 be its permutationαi1α22・・・ α日・
Then， T1 and T2 are equivalent by local switching to the complete graph with 
vertices {α1，a2，・・・，α叫}.Hence， they are eq叩1
V刊ers‘ちseιly，if a line-tree T1 is equivalent to a line-tree T2 by local switching， i七is
evident that T2 is a permutation of T1 • 
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Proof of Theorem 8. Let T2 be.a permlltation of T1・Thenllsing lemmas 11 
and 12， we can constrllct a seqllence of local switchings by which T1 is trans-
formed to T2・Onthe other hand， when a tree is transformed to another tree 
by local switchings， by taking aCCOllnt of lemma 9， we can llse local switchings 
sllch that訂 etreated in lemmas 11 and 12. Hence we only interchange vertices 
of the tree. 

4. The lattice Dn and signed cycles 

A k-cycle Ck 
= (V， E)， where V = {α1，α2，・・・，αk}， E = {α1α2，α2α3γ・1

αk-1αk，αkα1} ， will be denoted simply Ck =α1α2・・・αkα1・For signed cycles， 
there are two swi tching cl部開s，which are distingllished by the p訂 ityor the 
balance， where the parity of a signed cycle is the parity of the nllmber of its 
edges which carry a positive sign and the balance is the prodllct of the signs 
on its edges [?]. 

The lattice Dn is spanned by vectors土q土 ej，(1壬i=1= j三n)，where 
{e1， • • • ，en} is the orthonormal base of the euclidean n-space Rη. There is the 
one-to -one correspondence between ordered root bases of Dn and connected 
signed graphs錨 sociatedwith Dn. 

Theorem 13. Let Ck be a k-cycle. Then， it is equivalent to a tree by 
local switching if and only if its parity is odd. 

Proof. Let the p町 itybe odd. If the parity of k is odd， then by switching， 
we may asSllme that signs of all edges are positive. Pllt Ck = α1α2・・・αkα1・By 
a sequence of local switchings with respect to (α2，J = {α3})， (α3，Jニ {α4})， 
. ..， (向ー1，J= {αk})， we get a signed graph G， which is the graph obtained 
from the positive complete graph on vertices {α1，a2γ・.， ak} by deleting the 
edge α1αk. By a sequence of local switchings with respect to (α3，J = {α2} )， 
(α4，J = {α3} )， ・..， (αkーし J= {αk-2} )，合omthe graph G， we get a tree 
with edge set E = {α2α3，a3α4，・ 1 向 -2αk-I， ak-1αゎαk-1αI}， which may be 
regarded回 theDynkin diagram of Dk. 

When the parity of k is even， we get a tree as similarly as above. 
Now assume that the parity of Ck is even. For a cycle α1α2匂 α1，we may 

assllme that onlyもheedgeα1α2 has negative sign. Then we c組 nottransform it 
to a tree by local switching. Next， every edge of a cycle α1a2α3α4α1 has positive 
sign. We must transform it by local switching， for example， with respect to 
(α2，{αI}). Then， we have a signed graph with E+ = {α1α2，a1α3，α2α3，a4αI}， 
E-= {α3α4 }. This graph can not be transfofI田dto a tree by local switching. 
Now sllppose that any k -1-cycle with even parity c組 notbe transformed 
to a tree by a sequence of local switching. Take a k-cycle α1α2・・・ CkC1with 
even parity. We mllst do some local switching， for example， with respectもo
(α1， J = {αk} ). We get a signed graph and its induced cycleα2匂 α4・・・αkα2
with even parity. Any local switching of the signed graph at someαj，2 5: j三k，
has the same effect on the induced cycle α2α3α4・・・αkα2出 localswitching atαj 
ofthe cycle α2向 α4・・・αkα2・As the cycle α2α3α4・・・αkα2can not be transformed 
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to a tree， the indllced cycle α2α3α4・・・ αkα2and hence the k-cycle α1α2・・・ CkCl

can not be transformed to a tree by a seqllence of local switchings. 

We denote by [Dkl the tree which is isomorphic to the Dynkin diagram of 
Dk， and by Kk -e the graph obtained from the positive complete graph on k 

vertices by deleting one edge. In the above proof， we proved already 

Theorem 14. Let Ck be a k-cycle with odd parity. Then， Ck， [Dkl and 
Kk -e are equivalent by local switching. 

Theorem 15. Any signed graph associated to the lattice Dn is equivalent 
to the tree [Dnl by local switching. 

Proof. Let G be a signed graph corresponding to an ordered base {α1，α2， 
一，αn}ofthe lattice Dn. Ifwe replace 向 by一向， then the sign of G is switched 
wi th respect to {向}. Hence there is no problem whether we take 向 or一向・

Ifαi = ej一向 (resp.向=ej + eg ) is contained in the ordered base， ej十匂

(resp. ej -eg ) is not contained in it except one pair which we denote by 

αk-l = ek-l -ek，αk = ek-l + ek， (1三k三n). It leaves the switching class of 
G invariant to replace 向=勺 -eg (resp.α包=ej + eg ) by ej + eg (resp.勺 -eg

). Hence， we always take αi-勺 -eg， (j < e)， if either of ej -eg or勺+匂 is
contained in the ordered b回 e.

If G is a graph corresponding to the base {α1 = el -e2，α2 = e2 -e3，・・・，
αn-l = en-l -en，αη = en-l + en}， G is just the tree [Dnl. 

Assllme that G is a graph corresponding to the b出 e{α1 = el -e2，α2 
e2 -e3， ・・・，αk-l ek-l ~ ek，αk = ek-l + ek，αk+l ek -ek+lγ・1αη = 
en-l - eη}， (2 < k < n). Then it is a signed graph with edge s問et旬SE+ 

{α1α2，α2α3，a3α匂3α4，γ...，αk一2αk一1，αk一2αk，αk一1αk+bαk+lαk十2，.. .，αn一1α7九t}and 
E一 ={α向kα向k+刊1}.By a s配equenc白eoぱflocal swi tch山i
graph G1 with three blocks Bl， B2 and B3あ， where B1 and B3 are the pos討itive
complete graphs on vertices {α1，・・・ ?αk-2}and vertices {αk+l，・・・ ，an}，組 d
B2 is a 4-cycleαk-2αk-lαk+lαkαk-2 with odd parity. By local switchings with 

respect to (αk-2，J = {αk-l，αk})， (αkH， J = {αk-1，αk}) and (αk，J = B1)， 
from G1， we get a signed graph which is isomorphic to Kn -e. 

In general， let G be a signed graph corresponding to an ordered base 

{αhα2， ・・ 1αn}，where we may assume that αk-l ek-l -ek，αk = ek-l十

九 isthe partic1l1ar p司r. By a similar argllment as in the proof of the-
orem 1， we can show that G consists of e blocks B1， B2'・・・ ，Bgsuch that 
Bl' B2，...， Bg-1 are complete blocks and Bg is given by {向-1=均一l-ek，αk=

ek-l + ek，向 1 ニ ek-l -ejl'・・ 1αis ek-l -ejs'αUl - ek -eV1γ・1αUt ニ

ek -e叫}， where all ekー l，ek，ejl'...， ejs，eV1，.・.，eVt are different. For any 
cut四 vertexαofG， we can show as similar ly as in the proof of theorem 1 
that Gαhas two connected components. By a sequence of local switch-
ings at all cut-vertices， from G， we get a signed graph G1・ Ifit is nec-
essary， by rearr組 gementof vertices， G1 can be expressed as follows. The 

subgraphs of G1 on vertices {α1，.・ 1αk-2}and on vertices {αk+l， ・・・?向}
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are complete. Moreover G1 has. the edges {向山一1， α2αk-1， .・1αk-2向 -1，
α1αk，a2αkγ・，αk-2αk，αk+lαk-l，αk+2αk-l，・・，αnαk-I}with sign +1 and the 
edges {αk+lαk，αk+2αh・・・?αηαk}with sign -1. By local switching with respect 

to (αト I，J={α1γ ・1向一2})，合omG1， we get K九 -{αk-l向}.
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